
that 	^^.•
j ei1 ecclesiastics praise science but mean, not the sciences

that exist, but the Aristotelian ideal of demonstration; a% ►.d.
that
/notealthe4brush aside the best scientific opinion of the day

on the ground that it has not been demonstrated. s•r' 	 i
tl tt•tas aatmto- rsTu-kAu eitia .- • 	 41:11-g brut,

tiorAi t Ge'ltrd -	 • - -	 e^^^sl -t,^u re^se4dc-

4.4Pbit or 'L	 a .. »	 li4-40-

that accepted Aristotle's notion of science megulamty either

denied that theology was a science or, if they made that claim,

admitted that they were using the term in some mitigatedjl

analogous sense. It remains, however, that modern mathematicians

do not conceive their basic premisses as necessary truths. It

follows that in the contemporary catalogue there does not exist

any science that 011A840114 meets Aristotelian requirements;
hc^r'

and since no such sciencefexists, the old analogy of science
Its undue survival is respo Bible for the fact

has to be dropped . A 	 ;l e t ,	 -	 -	 :^,•
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its extent is so vast that it cannot be encompassed by any

single mind; and its production calls for the assembled

resources and far-flung collaboration of the world's scientific

communities.

Finally, it is to be acknowledged of course that Aristotle
the

was aware of the ideal character oft‘ kl notion of science

expounded in the Posterior Analytics. As Sir David Ross

testified, if throughout his writings Aristotle took the

view that only , by coqrtesy was the name,science, to be given

any subject except mathematics. 8 Similarly, theologians

8)	 W. D. Ross, Aristotle's Prior and Posterior Analytics,

Oxford 1949, p. 14.
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its extent is so vast that it cannot be encornpasaed by any

single mind; and its OvW4 sustained development calls for

the assembled resources and far-flung collaboration of the

world's scientific communities.

Finally, Aristotelian and modern science differ in

their mode of are conceived in quite different manners.
ideal of v necessary conclusions following from

For the Aristotelian the ded'ictivist ideal is realized in

arithmetic and geometry 8 and approximated in some analogous

fashioin in other fields
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its extent is so vast to that it cannot be encompassed by

any single mind; and its production calls for the assembled

resources and far-flung collaboration of the world's scientific

communities;.

Finally, miuidus it is to be acknowledged that Aristotle

himself was quite aware of the ideal character of his notion

of science. As Sir David Ross has testified, throughout his

writings Aristotle took the view that only by courtesy was the

name, science, to be given any subject apart from mathematics. 8

Similarly, theologians that accepted Aristotle's notion of science

either denied that theology was a science or, if they made that

claim, admitted that they were doing so in some mitigated and

merely analogous sense. Today, however, the Aristotelian notion

is just an anachronism, for even the mathematicians do not claim

their axioms to be necessary truths. For the most part they

are content if they can claim that their axioms are not contra-

dictory. The more exacting intuitiolist school dismantle excludes

the use of the principle of excluded middle and so demands that

all mathematical entities have a positive intelligibility.

Moreovera, philosophers employing transcendental method take

their stand not on necessity but upon fact, the fact that the

subject operates in accord with certain native structures and,

when he mistakenxly claims to operate otherwise, is involved

in an implicit contradiction. I t would seem to follow that the

old analogy of science has to be dropped. For the principal

analogate has ceased to exist

^	 "..^....: :_.......:.
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its extent is so vast that it cannot be encompassed by any single

mind; and its production calls for the assembled resources and
the world's

far-flung collaboration of^ scientific communities.

Finally, it is to be acknowledged, of course, that Aristotle
notion of

was aware of the ideal character of the A science expounded in the

Posterior Analytics. Sir David Ross has remarked that 'Throughout

the whole of his works we rind him (Aristotle) taking the view

that all other sciences than the mathematical have the name of

science only by courtesy, since they are occupied with matters
Three

in which contingency plays a part."' fatô points, however,

8)	 W. D. Ross, Aristotle's Prior and Posterior Analytics,

Oxford 1949, p. 14.

must be made. First, modern mathematicians do not believe that

their basic premisses are necessary truths, so that there may

be no science whatever of the type ip!gpoi set forth in the

Posterior Analytics. Secondly, while the ar ip4 Aristotelian

traditionalist might insist that,since the modern sciences do

not demonstrate, they are not sciences properly so called but

only sciences in some analogous sense, it remains that others

might find this position somewhat perverse since there seems to

be at the present time no science properly so called and so

1 	nothing to which the sciences that exist are

analogous. Thirdly, the differences between the Aristotelian

ideal of science and the modern fact are far too great for

any but the looser notions of analogy to be relevant to

comparing them; and a loose notion of analogy cannot be

precise and detailed enough to provide the modern sciences

with the effective out-e b guidance and control that they

need. There is no road back from method to logic and the
Posterior Analytics.

( 0 m7



its extent is so vast that it cannot be encompassed by any single
min
mind; and its production calls for the assembled resources and

far-flung collaboration of the world's scientific community.

Finally, it is to be acknowledged of course that Aristotle

was aware of the ideal character of the nortion of science expounded

in the Posterior Analytics. As Sir David Ross put it, Aristotle

throughout his writings took the view that only by courtesy was

the name,s science, to be given any subject except mathematics.
8

8)	 W. D. Ross, Aristotle's  Prior and Posterior Anal yytics, Oxford 1949,

p. 14.

It remains, however, that modern mathematicians do not conceive their

basic premisses as necessary truths and so, in the contemporary catalogue,

there exists no science that corresponds to Aristotielian requirements.

This fact makes it somewhat perverse to object that, since modern

sciences do not demonstrate, therefore they are not sciences properly

so called but only sciences in some analogous sense

Moreover, even if the mathematicians were to change their minds

on this point, still the differences between mlthematics and empirical

science are far too great for any but the loosest and least useful

notions of analogy to be relevant to their comparison. The time,

then, has passed when there was any point to a distinction between

sciences properly so called, which demonstrate, and sciences in some

analogous sense
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